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By Caroline Linden

Lady Authorspress. Paperback. Condition: New. 400 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.As
society gathers at Kingstag Castle for the wedding of the year, matrimony is in the air. But who will
be the bride With swoonworthy lords, witty ladies, eccentric relatives, and a gaggle of free-spirited
girlsnot to mention the worlds best high perch phaetonits a recipe for mayhem and romance.
Award winning, best-selling authors Katharine Ashe, Caroline Linden, Miranda Neville and Maya
Rodale serve up delectable Regency fun and a sexy contemporary twist in this anthology of original
novellas. Four authors, four couples, four deliciously romantic surprises. When it comes to love,
anything can happen That Rogue Jack by Maya Rodale Jack, Lord Willoughby is charming,
handsome, and utterly irresponsible. In other words, hes the worst person to entrust with the ducal
wedding ring. Miss Henrietta Black is prim, proper and the ideal person to help find the priceless
family heirloom thats gone missing as long as she isnt distracted by Jacks gorgeous smile and
tantalizing attempts at seduction. They must find the ring before the wedding if they arent too
busy falling in love. PS. I Love You by Miranda Neville Handsome, inarticulate Frank Newnham asks
for...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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